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The STA is comprised of six transit agencies that serve 12 suburban communities in the
Twin Cities metropolitan area that have elected to provide transit to their constituents.
The agencies include: Maple Grove Transit, Minnesota Valley Transit Authority, Plymouth
Metrolink, Prior Lake Laker Lines, Shakopee Transit and SouthWest Metro Transit
STA was Founded In 1995 to bring these communities together to jointly and cooperatively
develop programs of mutual interest, that would benefit the citizens of the communities
served.
The primary product of the transit system is express service during peak congestion
periods.
Suburban providers make available flexible transit services through a variety of programs,
including flex routes, reverse commute services, local service between communities and/or
transit centers, dial-a-ride services and elderly/disabled transportation.
Innovative approaches and strong customer service are hallmarks of the suburban
providers.
These approaches include the use of penalties and incentives, management of the private
providers who operate transit service, the use of coach-style buses, focused service from
transit hubs and park-and-rides and retail development at many transit sites, which helps
cover the ongoing costs of the sites.
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2 STA members, Prior Lake and Shakopee, are currently exploring a merger with the 5
MVTA cities. This is consistent with the Legislative Auditor’s recommendations.
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Park and ride surveys and rider surveys indicate STA providers serve areas well beyond their
official boundaries.
STA providers also serve riders outside of the 7-county metro area, including Wright, Le
Sueur, Rice and Goodhue Counties
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Pictures (from upper left) Mall of America, MN Zoo, U of MN, State Fair, St. Paul Depot.
Downtown MPLS,
STA providers provide connections to other transit options, as well. For example, MVTA
buses to MOA and light rail
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By 2030, the population of the cities represented by STA is expected to be 693,300 (Met
Council 2030 forecasts). This number does not include the populations of the surrounding
cities and counties whose residents also use the STA providers service.
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Population in the STA Providers’ Service Area is expected to increase by an average of 34% by 2030 compared
to the 27% growth in the region

According to the Metropolitan Council, the 2010 census showed nearly all of the region’s population growth
is occurring in the second- and third-ring suburbs. Roughly 90 percent of the expansion occurred in
developing suburbs which provide the planning, services and amenities that both accommodate and
encourage growth. Led by Shakopee’s addition of 16,508 people over the decade, five cities each added more
than 10,000 people – Shakopee, Woodbury, Lakeville, Blaine, and Maple Grove. Together, these cities added
68,206 people or nearly one-third of the decade’s net growth.
http://stats.metc.state.mn.us/stats/pdf/Census2010.pdf
•According to the Metro Council, 2012 data indicates even as core areas see a rebound, the developing
suburbs account for 38 percent of the region’s growth since 2010. In the category of developing suburbs,
growth leaders include Blaine (gaining 3,013 residents), Maple Grove (gaining 2,361 residents), Woodbury
(gaining 2,277 residents), and Plymouth (gaining 2,068 residents). http://metrocouncil.org/DataMaps/DandMPublications/MetroStats_Estimates2012.aspx
•Overall, nearly one in three metro area households – 32.5 percent – include at least one individual under age
18. Many of the block groups where over half of the households contain at least one resident under age 18 lie
in a ring of suburban locations from Lino Lakes to Woodbury to Farmington to Shakopee to Eden Prairie to
Maple Grove to Brooklyn Park to Andover to Blaine – 15 to 20 miles from the core of the region.
http://stats.metc.state.mn.us/stats/pdf/MetroStats_Census2010_SF1.pdf
Block groups where less than 15 percent of households include at least one individual age 65 or older are in
both newer developing suburbs such as Farmington, Woodbury, Blaine, Maple Grove, and Chanhassen and in
the central cities of Minneapolis and St. Paul.
http://stats.metc.state.mn.us/stats/pdf/MetroStats_Census2010_SF1.pdf
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STA Providers provide employees access to jobs in downtown Minneapolis and St. Paul, but
also access to jobs in their local areas.
Photos from upper left: Future site of Emerson Process Management in Shakopee, Abbot
West Health expansion and ER in Plymouth, Thomson Reuters in Eagan, Mystic Lake Casino
in Prior Lake, North Memorial Hospital in Maple Grove, Ryan Companies in Eden Prairie
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By 2030,there are expected to be 399,600 jobs in the cities represented by STA providers
(Met Council 2030 projections). This does not include jobs located in the county or
surrounding cities that may also utilize transit.
Today in Eagan, more people come into Eagan than leave for employment – according to
Met Council, 52,682 jobs in Eagan in 2012
Plymouth population grows during the day – according to Met Council, 47,070 jobs in
Plymouth in 2012
More than 20,000 jobs currently exist in the Golden Triangle Area in Eden Prairie
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Employment in the STA Providers’ Service Area is expected to increase by an average of
44% by 2030 as opposed to the 38% increase region wide

Shakopee alone is expected to add 1,724 jobs in 2012-2013:
SanMar – 117; TryStar - 55R + 25N = 80; Compass Datacenter (Savvis – Century Link)
– 18; Emerson Process Management (Rosemount) – 400; Datacard Group - 680R +
100N = 780; Shutterfly – 329; Total = 1,724
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The shared use (public/private partnership) agreement between the Shoppes at Arbor
Lakes and the City of Maple Grove calls for a 50/50 cost sharing of operating expenses for
the Maple Grove Transit Station and 900-stall parking ramp resulting in $70,000 to $90,000
savings to the region on an annual basis.
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SWT has introduced Wi-Fi on its entire fleet and at all stations. MVTA has initiated a pilot
project, and is currently providing Wi-Fi on select buses and stations
SWT Asset Management Plan: As a result of the new FTA MAP-21 legislation calling for
transit agencies to maintain their transit assets in a State of Good Repair by implementing a
Transit Asset Management Plan, LSA Design, Inc. worked with SouthWest Transit as a pilot
project to assess their existing Assets: condition rating system, full inventory, implemented
an asset classification system, and created detailed reports used for budgeting and capital
projection. LSA was responsible for configuring the SWT database to create flexible queries
used in reporting for inventory, asset condition, capital cost projecting, long-term
budgeting, and a backlog of deferred maintenance.
The final Transit Asset Management Plan joined several of SWT's existing policies and
procedures that were in the realm of asset management but were not yet in one go-to
place. This plan aligned SWT's strategies with
FTA's goals of asset management. The plan covered SWT Policy and Procedures, Lifecycle A
sset Management, Cross-Asset Planning, the Information Technology workflow, and
outlined key personnel involved with asset management.
A 50-year lease agreement between Scott County & the SMSC for the Eagle Creek Transit
Station site; The inexpensive lease agreement saved the region more then $1 million in
acquisition costs
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The populations of both the City of Eagan and the City of Plymouth increase during the day
as a result of employees commuting to jobs within these cities.
Mystic Lake employees more than 3500 people, many of whom commute from outside the
area. BlueXpress provides reverse commute opportunities for these employees.
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I couldn’t find a national average; however:

St. Louis reports around 28,000 miles between breakdowns
Washington DC transit is around 8500 miles between breakdowns.
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Suburban ridership has risen steadily from 1.5 million rides in 1990 to more than 5
million rides by year-end 2013.
Suburban providers saw an overall 4% increase in 2013
Suburban population and employment continue to increase, driving ridership potential
significantly higher.
Met Council transit numbers differ because Met Council includes the Red Line Riders as
MTS riders, while we include those riders in MVTA numbers. According to the provider
contract between MTS and MVTA, red line riders are to be included in MVTA numbers.
Regional growth – Metro Transit ridership increased by 0.4% in 2013. Most of that growth occurred
on commuter rail.
Metro Transit growth/decline by type in 2013:
Urban Local Bus+1.0%
Express Bus

+0.3% (this number also includes the 795,157 Maple Grove rides)

Suburban Local Bus

-1.9%

Light Rail

-3.2%

Commuter Rail +12.4%
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Changing demographics in the suburbs as well as the region mean STA providers will be
more than a commuter service. The demand for local service will increase as the
population ages.
The region has seen growth in bike riders – SWT has gone to 3 slot bike racks and still runs
out of room
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Prior to 2012, all STA providers have won the MPTA provider of the year at some point
MPTA = Minnesota Public Transit Association
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The graph shows the growth in population and the decline in RTC bonds from 2000-2012
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Look at CTIB’s legislative priorities
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